What could we possibly mean by the expression
about which Michael Chekhov speaks in To the Actor. He confers to it a broader acceptance.
Solutions not related to elementary normality can give the actor an unbearable sense of awkwardness, inevitably leading to effort. This effort will not go unnoticed by the spectator. And the spectator, almost always without hesitation, gives a negative verdict to such a performance.
And yet, visible manifestations that seem to be chaotic can be lived from the inside, which averts effort in interpretation and artificiality. The actor can avoid some clumsiness in emotions, clumsiness that is spoken about by Dario Fo, among others.
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What could we possibly mean by the expression "composition role"? To this question we will try to find an answer as comprehensive as possible.
Are we talking only about those "character roles" mentioned by Stanislavsky? This reference can be considered since all those character roles require stage composition, the way Stanislavsky described his own acting experiences. But is this the only landmark? Should we label as composition roles only the characters that demand text-triggered stage composition? Indeed, there are characters that assume, within their construction, elements that do not belong to the actor as an individual. For example, they have various physical (Richard III) But are these the only cases when the term applies? Take Romeo in Romeo and Juliet, for example. If we consider the crew of a specific theatre and we try to make a cast in our minds -even without the manifest intention to create a performance -we'll be tempted to seek an actor who is "appropriate" for the role. That is, an actor that is younger, more angelic, not lacking physical beauty, dynamism, strength, therefore as close as possible to the "young male star" type. Once we find him, we can believe that, due to his psycho-physical profile, he is structurally quite close to this role. So creating a composition role is out of the question. Things are different if we consider an older, fatter, maybe even bald actor. In such a case, the interpretation will obviously require a stage composition, and a very difficult one. It's difficult to create the illusion of a teenager in love while working with such features.
We therefore consider the young man and forget about the problem of the stage composition. Or maybe not? On a closer look, Romeo is indeed a pure-hearted teenager, loving Juliet all the way to the supreme sacrifice. Shakespeare wrote nothing that cannot be found in reality. Young people like Romeo do exist in real life, too. Yet how many of them are so powerfully driven by murder? Let's not forget, if it's not too much to say, that Romeo has moments when he seems a monster. This does not nullify his qualities, but one cannot overlook the fact that, when angry, he duels and kills Tybalt or Paris without much effort and remorse. He sincerely regrets the facts, he repents for the killings he has committed, but his blindness and loss of reason in a crisis cannot be forgotten. So we can suspect a certain psychological lability, maybe even a pathological problem that a psychiatrist would surely have much to say about. Suddenly we are in front of a complex data set and we are no longer so sure that the young male star so structurally close to the role will not have trouble with incarnating the hero, having to resort to stage composition. He may have Romeo's candor, his beauty, his vivacity and his rebellious spirit, his power to love, his strength, his tears, but it's unlikely that he will also have his murderous drive. Nor would such an actor be a desirable presence in a theatre. And if we talk about composition elements, aren't we also considering external configurations? Of course! Without visible manifestations, Romeo's bursts of insanity cannot be exhibited entirely as generated by an inner feeling.
The composition role is therefore not limited to only a few obvious milestones identified in the text. On a closer look, some characters may require a stage composition based on external elements, even if this problem is not apparent. Yet we must not misunderstand things and come to the conclusion that all roles, following a deep psychological analysis, become composition roles. If we would try to cast an actor in the role of Benvolio, we would still think of a young man, close in age to the one who plays the role of Romeo. But Benvolio does not come with Romeo's difficulties. He's also a rebellious character, a rattling young man. But at the same time, he is very psychically balanced, calling for calm and caution. His role is not dull and not necessarily easier to assemble, but Benvolio will not be difficult for the actor to compose. The actor will not appeal to too many exterior signs and will not evolve in any particular way except in case the director requires so, according to a well-defined idea.
If we agree that the construction of a character involves many elements pertaining to externalization, we must consider the cases where such suggestions originate from the director. Some directors claim scenic effects from the actors, sometimes contradicting the natural line of the character created by the author, maybe even completely modifying its construction. How reprehensible, however, is the acting effect? Has it only arisen from a desire to simulate virtuosity? A distinction is needed in this respect. There are performances for which the director necessarily needs effects. A theatre performance must be genuine, but also interesting, it has to capture the public's attention. In addition to that, an effect can emphasize the general idea.
We can use as an example The Forest by Ostrovski, directed by Andrei Dmitrici Andreev at the National Theatre in Iași (the 2005-2006 season). The director required a certain acting style from the actors. During the first meeting on the stage between Sciastlivţev and Nesciastlivţev, the two of them chatted without ending any sentence with a full stop (this is the beginning of the scene). They watched each other looking frightened and all their sentences remained suspended, thus wasting any logical thread in the discussion. This did not exist in the original text, but the director obtained a brilliant comic effect. And the room reacted positively precisely because that effect was perfectly true and it emphasized the pathetic posture of the two characters. Of course, there are further examples, but this one is enough to underline the idea that the directorial (and, implicitly, the acting) effect is desirable as long as it serves the idea. But even in these situations, an actor is not exempt from externalized acting. Because he has to use punctuation different than the normal one (i.e., the one he feels) he will adapt inside him a state initially required and played on the surface, which will generate some difficulties in the preparation of the role. Some other time he is asked for a movement or a mimic imposed by a certain arrangement of the lights, or a particular verbalization dependent on the soundtrack, certain movements on a certain phrasing (etc.) which do not exist in the text of the playwright. However, we agree with the idea that the reflex of the actor is to trigger his intuitive feeling starting from the written role. It's often that the exterior signs, requested by the director, show up even from the first readings. So if the composition role involves external elements, then we can greatly expand the idea of composition. But again, we should not exaggerate by declaring that each time the director intervenes in the actor's work with the role, composition emerges. The director isn't always interested to modify the naturalness in interpreting the character as imagined by the author and not all directorial ideas influence the evolution on stage. For example, we cannot speak of any change in the external or internal structure of acting in the case of a simple staging concept.
The term "effect" in composition can be accepted in the sense of the element helping to achieve the contrasts indispensable to the stage creation, about which Michael Chekhov speaks in To the Actor. He gives it a broader meaning. "The great principles that govern the universe, life, and man are subject to the same laws that determine the rhythm and harmony in music, poetry or architecture. These are the laws of composition. The same laws apply, with more or less rigor, to any theatrical representation." 1 Using as a study material King Lear by William Shakespeare, he establishes the three laws of the composition. The first law is the law of the three phases: the action is born, it develops and it ends. This law is closely related to another, the law of the opposition: in a work of art, therefore also in a performance, the beginning and the end are -or should be -opposed. "All the essential features of the first part should turn into their opposite in the last part." 2 Inseparable from the other two, the third important law is the law of transformation, representing the process of converting a certain situation into an opposite one. Michael Chekhov emphasizes unquestionable aspects regarding the construction of a performance. He demonstrates the need for relief that can only be achieved with the help of contrasts. The latter are, in fact, elements of stage composition.
Solutions not related to elementary normality can give the actor an unbearable sense of awkwardness, inevitably leading to effort. This effort will not go unnoticed by the spectator. And the spectator, almost always without hesitation, gives a negative verdict to such a performance. It would only be the lesser evil. But the performance can become dragging, sometimes ridiculous or downright grotesque and it will become difficult to watch. The spectator will have difficulties in perceiving and retaining the details of a scene, thus risking missing the very logic of the actiontherefore, understanding slowly or barely what follows. And the director in this situation can't be happy either.
And yet, the seemingly chaotic manifestations can be experienced from within, by removing the interpretation effort and artificiality. The actor can avoid some of the clumsiness in his inner life, the clumsiness of which Dario Fo speaks, among others. He compares the actor to a swimmer who can be more or less adept: "The true styled swimmer manages to develop an extraordinary force in the water without unnecessary struggle; he leaves the impression that he achieves everything effortlessly, he slips, quickly and easily, without splashing a drop of water. [...] The poor dilettante, on the contrary, frantically rotates his arms, throws his palms and fists as if working the mayonnaise and yet he does not advance, and he even risks drowning." 3 It's a pretty blunt comparison that can be considered defining for the actor's art to suppress the effort. In Science of the Actor, Dario Fo succeeds in demonstrating the modeling of a character going to the finest technical detail, while being interested in capturing the spectator's attention towards a movement detail. But he does not go further talking in a similar manner about text -an important component in the stage composition, if we agree that theatre, in most cases, involves a written text.
We must note yet another extremely important truth: on the stage it is usually required to represent reality. Usually the audience demands the actor to act naturally, regardless of the more or less abstract ideas of the author of the performance. Maybe a director like Robert Wilson has good reasons to say that he hates an actor's natural interpretation: "For me, an actor trying to play naturally is as artificial as can be. If I accept that the acting is artificial, in a way it becomes more natural, more authentic. Playing naturally on stage is always a kind of lie." 4 Of course, theatre is convention, and reality, precisely in order to be perceived as reality, must be presented in a deformed way, so the theatrical sign, the symbol, must be brought in. And we also know that everyday naturalness distorts the creation of the actor, reducing and diminishing everything until the perception is cancelled out. Wilson is not the only one asking for expression on stage. But it is precisely this that demands composition power, otherwise things risk remaining at a director's exhibition level, the actor playing with difficulty an unnatural thing, missing the veridical and reaching the troublesome swimming referred to by Dario Fo. Robert Wilson describes a sequence from a performance with theatre students. A 21-year-old had to say the line: "I want to kill you..., boy, dog, I want to kill you." 5 Then Wilson goes on to describe the movement: "He used a long, very slow movement... 'Wilsonian'; he pointed a finger at the boy, made the sign of a cross on the back of his neck, then pointed his finger at the dog and made a cross on his neck. Then he turned to the public and said 'They are dead. The boy and the dog are dead, and I'm going to hell'." 6 Wilson also advocates for a special movement on the stage, a move that people might consider extremely slow. "If the actor is moving slowly and he is aware that he is moving slowly, it is very boring. But if he moves slowly, but he does not realize that, then the movement will be time-loaded." We don't contradict him, but we must not lose sight of the risk that this will not happen, and the actor may not overcome certain barriers imposed by an abstract level. Many directors ask for similar things from the actors, sometimes omitting previous exercises for accommodating the topic, sometimes applying just formally some training, applying wrongly theories emitted by others. Therefore, the actor is unable to feel organically and he cannot mold what he is required from the outside on his inner structure. Sometimes there is no real need for special training, the interpreter being content with the atmosphere created by the director, but things are destroyed when the atmosphere we are talking about is created erroneously or is completely missing. In such cases we can consider it unfair for the actor to bear the consequences of the stage falsehood and this is precisely why there should be some exercises related to the stage composition of the character.
